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Abstract
Barrier beaches are highly valuable coastal systems which provide protection to both
manmade and ecological interests. Beaches worldwide are retreating due to climate
change and sea level rise, which threatens those assets which they would otherwise
protect. This study focused on monitoring Seawall Beach in southwest Maine using the
Emery Method. Field research was conducted in the fall of 2020 and aimed to construct
profiles of its beachface and dune ridges for comparison with archival data at the same
locations over a 33-year period. Results indicate that the beach has retreated about 11
meters since the earliest available profiles in 1987. These findings support previous
research (Nelson and Fink, 1979) indicating that Seawall Beach is retreating in
intermittent events driven by record storms at an average rate of about 33 cm/year. This
trend is likely to continue and eventually accelerate unless some form of action is taken
towards addressing it.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 – Purpose of Study
Barrier beaches are one of the most dynamic and significant coastal systems in the
northeastern United States. Their constant evolution and response to environmental
factors makes them of great interest to those studying the coast, a fact which is further
compounded by their immense importance to the ecosystems nearby. Their high
dynamism is supported by a constant flux of inputs and outputs, which maintain the
beach only when sediment flows are balanced. It is relatively easy for a beach to become
disturbed and subsequently erode away, while it is much less common for accretion to
cause long term changes on the shorefront in short periods of time. On the east coast of
the United States, 86% of beaches experienced erosion in the 20th century (Zhang, 2004).
Therefore, it is particularly important that geologists monitor shifts occurring to barrier
beaches regularly to make sure the system’s health is understood.
Compounding this volatility are numerous anthropogenic influences on beach
systems. As climate changes due to human emissions of greenhouse gasses, sea level has
begun to rise and extreme weather events have become more frequent in much of the
world. Furthermore, human changes to local sediment systems mean that beaches which
otherwise would be healthy may be no longer. Sediment supply may be interrupted by
numerous man-made actions, including dams, dredging, and the construction of jetties or
other coastal preservation structures. Given the numerous threats posed toward the future
health of these critical barrier beach systems, this study will attempt to analyze if Seawall
Beach is retreating with time, and if so, what factors may cause it to be doing so. This
11

study covers new research done in the fall of 2020 and compares it to older data in an
attempt to establish a long-term trend regarding beach retreat.

1.2 – Setting
Kennebec River

Morse River and
Morse River Marsh
Sprague River and
Sprague River Marsh
Seawall Beach

Popham Beach

Club Beach

Small Point

Figure 1.1: Satellite photograph of the Phippsburg Peninsula in 2015. Image from Quickbird
Satellite Imagery and acquired by Bates College.

Seawall Beach is located in Phippsburg, Maine. It is directly adjacent to the
Bates-Morse Mountain Conservation Area (BMMCA) which it is under the joint
ownership of Bates College, the St. John family, and the Small Point Association.
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Seawall Beach is owned by the Small Point Association, who also own nearby Club
Beach, a small pocket beach directly west across the Sprague River inlet. While Club
Beach is somewhat developed by the addition of a seawall, the work of these
organizations has preserved Seawall Beach and left it as the largest undeveloped beach in
the state of Maine. It should be noted that despite its name, Seawall Beach does not
actually host a seawall, nor any other type of manmade structure directly on or adjacent
to the beach. This lack of development means that it provides unique research
opportunities, and due to its partial ownership by Bates College it has served as a
common location for student research for many years. As such, much archival data exists
that may aid in establishing a long-term trend for the beach’s health.

Figure 1.2: Seawall Beach’s location on southeast coast of Maine. Visualized in Google Maps.

BMMCA includes Seawall Beach but also portions of the broader system around
it. The beach is bordered by two small tidal inlets with widths below 50 meters. The
western edge of the beach is bordered by the Sprague River inlet and the eastern edge is
bordered by the Morse River inlet. The Sprague River flows through the Sprague Marsh,
13

a salt marsh protected by Seawall Beach. A similar salt marsh is present further up the
Morse River, although it is east of BMMCA’s border and less directly associated with the
beach system. In between these inlets lies the high points of Morse Mountain and Morse
Hill, the latter of which rests at the back of the beach. Morse Hill’s protruding bedrock
creates the only major break in the frontal dune ridge along Seawall Beach. Both
bordering rivers have formed significant spits on their respective edges of the beach.
These spits appear to be somewhat cyclical in nature, forming due to longshore drift and
then reforming after the river undergoes avulsion events. The Morse River inlet’s spit
seems particularly variable, and currently is very short. Across the Morse River lies
Popham Beach, which has many similarities to Seawall Beach and is run as a state park.
Popham Beach’s health has historically been closely related to the formation of the large
spit on the east side of the Seawall Beach, which has frequently caused the Morse River
inlet to erode eastward into the territory that Popham currently holds.

14

Figure 1.3: Satellite imagery demonstrating highly variable nature of eastern Seawall Beach and
the Morse River inlet. The top image is from February 2009, while the bottom image is from July
2010. Images from Quickbird Satellite Imagery and acquired by Bates College.
15

To the west is Cape Small, the southernmost point on the Phippsburg peninsula.
Cape Small plays a major role in shielding Seawall and Popham Beaches by limiting
wave action that can move up the shore from the southwest (Cary, 2005). The approach
of waves from offshore is complicated by the complex system of islands and rocks, some
submerged, which cause highly varied refraction of waves offshore. This means that the
wave action experienced by the beach is neither uniform nor totally parallel to the beach
face, although the beach is nevertheless generally categorized as being swash-aligned.
The Kennebec River is a major river that runs for about 270 km from central
Maine to its mouth east of Popham Beach State Park. Due north of its mouth in the town
of Bath, the Kennebec merges with the Androscoggin River and becomes a tidally
influenced saline system in Merrymeeting Bay. The channel that connects Merrymeeting
Bay to the Gulf of Maine is remarkably shallow relative to many similar river outputs in
the area; while most reach depths of around 50 m, the output of the Kennebec is less than
15 m deep (FitzGerald, 1989). This system is described an ebb-tidal delta, one where
retreating tides bring out sediment trapped in an inlet. The Kennebec River has a
relatively intact delta compared to many other large rivers in the area. Its primary
relevance to this study is in how the river provides sediment to the beaches that have
developed in the region around its output. While Seawall Beach is not directly adjacent to
the Kennebec, the river is nonetheless one of the main factors dictating how sediment
transport patterns in the larger region south of Merrymeeting Bay behave. FitzGerald
(1989) concludes with the idea that the shallow nature of smaller river inlets (such as the
Sprague and Morse) in the area limits the amount of incoming wave action they can take,
but consequently makes them excellent at intaking sediment from offshore.
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Humans have modified the flow of the Kennebec River in multiple ways that are
relevant to this study. First, the river was dammed at many locations along its flow for the
purpose of generating hydropower. These dams restrict sediment flow to the sea and
therefore limit the fluvial contribution the Kennebec can bring to the broader region,
including Seawall Beach. Another major alteration to this system is the frequent seafloor
sediment dredging that occurs in the estuary. Because the town of Bath hosts a major
shipbuilding industry, it is important to the local economy that sediment buildup is
limited in the channel so that it remains passable for the large warships produced in Bath.
As a consequence, seafloor sediment dredging is a tactic frequently used to remove
significant amounts of shoaled sediment that accretes in the bay. As shown in Figure 1.4,
the current location for the sediment deposit is directly offshore from Popham and
Hunnewell Beaches. The firm that currently does the dredging removed about 37,000
cubic yards (≈28288 m3) from the bay in 2020 alone (Cashman Dredging, Inc., 2020),
with larger amounts common in the past (Fenster, 1996). Redistribution of sediment on
this scale within the estuary has the potential to considerably alter sediment availability to
the region and therefore influence Seawall Beach. According to the work of Steven
Dickson (Maine Geological Survey), the current location behind Jackknife Ledge does
not allow for sediment to adequately migrate inland, and the location for depositing
dredged sediments should be brought northwest (Personal communication, 2021).
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Figure 1.4: Map showing 2020 dredging location in the Kennebec River channel and subsequent
deposition location offshore of Popham and Hunnewell Beaches. Image based on NOAA basemap
with added detail from the US Army Corps. of Engineers, obtained from Cashman Dredging, Inc.
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1.3 – Geologic History
1.3.1 – Bedrock Geology
Maine’s bedrock geology is unique and diverse in both composition and origin.
The most dominant formative influences on the coastline are the Devonian era suturing of
the Avalon island arc to the eastern coast of Laurentia and the subsequent stressors which
have modified this system (Eusden et al., 2016). Generally, geologists segment Maine’s
coastline into four distinct categories, or compartments – Southwestern, South-central,
North-central, and Northeast (Figure 1.5). The Seawall Beach Complex lies within the
South-central compartment, a region defined by its peninsulas, inlets, and embayments.
These formations are the result of a northeast-southwest metasedimentary fold belt which
was then eroded heavily by glaciation and river formation.
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Figure 1.5: The four coastal compartments of Maine, as outlined in Tanner et al. The Phippsburg
peninsula is in the center of the boxed region within the indented shoreline compartment.

There are many different types of rock present in the immediate area about the
Seawall Beach Complex, but most are either metasedimentary or metavolcanic in origin.
Morse Mountain is a medium-grained biotite granitic pluton, and the adjacent Morse Hill
is a coarse-grained pegmatite. Small Point is predominantly a biotite-muscovite-garnetquartz schist with andalusite and sillimanite, though it also features a prominent band of
quartz-biotite-muscovite schist (Eusden et al, 2016). This second schist is also the
primary underlying bedrock for the vast majority of Sprague Marsh and western portion
of Seawall Beach.
The bedrock of the region is highly relevant to establishing the wave exposure
experienced by the beach. The aforementioned embayments and peninsulas dictate how
20

water is allowed to flow along the coastline, meaning that sedimentary systems are
directly influenced. In the instance of Seawall Beach, Small Point protrudes from the
surrounding area and provides shelter from currents flowing from the southwest.

1.3.2 – Pleistocene Glacial and Sea Level History
The dominant recent major influence on much of northeastern North America’s
geography is the heavy glaciation it experienced during the Quaternary Period. As the
climate cyclically cooled and warmed, glaciers would spread south and then retreat,
scouring the land below by shifting sediment along their routes. The most recent of these
glaciation periods reached its greatest extent around 20 ka, and originated around the
Hudson Bay region in present day Canada. This ice sheet, known as the Laurentide Ice
Sheet, is responsible for how much of the Northeast’s coastline behaves.
Of particular relevance to this study is the impact these have with regards to
deposition of sediment. Collection of fine-grained sediments and subsequent deposition
by the ice sheet formed numerous coastal features in the northeast United States,
including Cape Cod and Long Island. However, when combined with the heavily folded
and freshly scoured coastline of Maine, the accreted sediment became the dominant
deposit within the many bedrock folds and immediately offshore. The abundance of
bedrock headlands and offshore sediment sources would later come to characterize this
section of the Maine coastline.
Another consequence of this glacial and postglacial history is the highly variable
sea level experienced by the east coast over the last 20 ka. As massive ice sheets took on
more and more seawater, global sea level fell by around 110 meters (Kelley et al., 1996).
21

However, this lowering of sea level was contrasted by isostatic depression of ground
level, a phenomenon where the land of modern Maine was compressed.

Figure 1.6: Chart depicting change of Maine’s elevation relative to sea level. Taken from
Belknap et al., 1995.

Upon glacial retreat, both of these factors were undone – as water was returned to the
ocean from melting glaciers, sea level rose again, and the shoreline extended inland up to
150 km from the present coastline. With the immense weight of the glaciers removed, the
22

land began the process of isostatic rebound. About 13 ka, the rate of rebound exceeded
the rate of sea level rise, lowering relative sea level to a low stand of about -65 m. In the
following thousands of years, isostatic rebound slowed relative to sea level rise,
eventually bringing the coastline to its present location (Belknap et al., 1995). The
interplay of these two conflicting influences created a sea level that was varyingly above
and below where it currently lies relative to land elevation. Ultimately, the importance of
this lies in the fact that without a stable sea level, beaches could not form at a fixed
location until more recently in time. Barrier beach formations would likely not have been
viable in the long term until 6000-3000 years before present, when sediment accretion on
shore outstripped the slowing rate of sea level rise (FitzGerald et al., 1989).

1.3.3 – Sediment Sources and Beach Formation
As mentioned above, glacial sediments are the primary contributors to beach
formation in the South-Central coastal compartment of Maine. These glacial sediments
can generally be classified as being one of two major categories. First, coarse grained
sediment relating to erosion of ice-contact deposits (masses of sediment accrued
underneath the glacier and exposed upon its retreat) brought to shore by fluvial erosion,
or fine-grained glaciomarine sediments deposited in front of the ice sheet. The latter,
known as Presumpscot Formation, is particularly abundant in the Kennebec River
estuary, and contributes the majority of the clay and silt sized sediment grains to the area
(Fenster and FitzGerald, 1996).
Those sediments derived from fluvial erosion in the Kennebec River estuary are
sourced almost exclusively from the Kennebec River, with the many other rivers in the
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area providing little to no sediment of their own. However, though these smaller rivers do
not supply the sediment directly, they often host large amounts of it in their inlets due to
their limited tidal capacity. This stored sediment can later be redistributed back to sea in
the event of major floods, which are particularly common in spring. The Kennebec River
feeds into an offshore elliptical gyre which brings sediment clockwise, towards the Morse
River inlet and then back towards Hunnewell Beach. This system contains around
400,000 m3 of sand (FitzGerald et al., 1989).

Figure 1.7: Two archetypical methods of barrier beach formation. Top shows angled wave action
pushing sediment down the beach toward bedrock, where it stops its progress and contributes to
beach buildup. Bottom shows swash aligned waves bringing sand in from offshore sources and
pushing sediment out toward either end of the beach’s rocky borders. Taken from FitzGerald et
al. (1989).
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D.M. FitzGerald et al. (1989) proposes two theories about the formation of Seawall
Beach. Their ideas on barrier beach formation are demonstrated through two diagrams,
shown above in Figure 1.6. Because both of these methods have some evidence in their
favor – the western orientation of the Sprague River inlet’s spit suggests longshore drift
driven by storms from the northeast, but the current morphology and sediment transport
patterns appear to more closely resemble the swash aligned system – they suggest that
both these ideas may have been factors in creating the beach visible today.

1.4 – Beach Morphology
1.4.1 – Barrier Beach Structure

Figure 1.8: Archetypical profile of beach with regions labelled, from Davis (1985).

Seawall Beach is a roughly 2.3 km long barrier beach facing south-southwest into
the Gulf of Maine. Barrier beaches are primarily characterized as such by their location
relative to coastal wetland features, in this instance the Sprague Marsh and Sprague River
inlet and the Morse Marsh and Morse River inlet. Most beach profiles are broken into
broad categories, each containing subparts. The most inland of these is the backshore,
25

consisting of the dune ridge and berm. As with most beaches, the back of a barrier beach
is a dune ridge, or foredune. This dune ridge represents the furthest common inland
extent of beach swash and typically drops sharply downward as a result of the erosion
this swash incurs (Davis, 1985). Many dune ridges are populated with vegetation, which
helps to prevent aeolian erosion and maintain a relatively static backdune. Some beaches
have multiple dune ridges, including Seawall Beach – in Seawall’s case, the foredune is
modern and the secondary backdune is a remnant from the Blizzard of 1978. This storm
was so powerful that it created a large erosional scarp many meters behind the existing
frontal dune ridge, however, without subsequent wave events strong enough to
consistently contribute sand to a dune ridge this far up the beach, sediment began
accreting at a similar location to its pre-blizzard norm. At this location, a second dune
ridge has since formed, and the region in between the two ridges exhibits a high degree of
stability due to the vegetation present there (predominantly Ammophila breviligulata, or
American beach grass). The stability of the backdune means that it can provide a
consistent reference point for tracking evolution of the foredune.
Below the frontal dune ridge of a model beach is the berm. Berms are relatively
flat regions of sediment that rest just above the standard high tide mark, generally only
being overwashed in storms or spring tides. At Seawall Beach, the width of this berm is
highly variable with both season and location along the beach. Wide berms tend to
indicate gentler wave action that contributes to beaches accretion rather than erosion, and
are evidence of long-term beach health.
Further down the beach profile is the seaward-sloping foreshore. The foreshore
corresponds to the intertidal range and experiences regular tidal exposure and submersion
26

of its lower portion. The regular wave exposure gives this portion of the beach a more
intricate habit than that of the backshore. Foreshores tend to begin with a regular, sloped
section known as the beach face. The incline present often creates a trough system known
as a runnel right below due to waves crashing as they strike the more sharply inclined
beach face. Directly before the runnel is the plunge step, which indicates the transition
between beach face and runnel (Davis, 1985). The plunge step is made particularly visible
at Seawall Beach because of the transition here toward loose, micaceous grains which
have an obviously different color overlying the sand. The plunge step at Seawall gives
way to a large, flat, low tide terrace.
The nearshore, the outermost region of the immediate beach, is largely below
water even at low tide. While this makes it difficult to study with the same tools used to
assess the rest of the beach, it is nonetheless an essential part of the system. The
nearshore frequently hosts sandbars formed by sediment cycling through different parts
of the beach – these nearshore bars are the location to which eroded sand in a stable
beach system will often go during the winter, and their inland migration during the
summer will replenish the volume which had been eroded (Davis, 1985).

1.4.2 – Seasonal Variation
Beach profiles are highly variable season to season and year to year due to a large
range of factors. In general, the largest influence on beach variation is owed to coastal
weather, and by proxy, the seasons that weather corresponds to. Variation with seasons
means that a beach profile from winter will tend to look very different than one from
summer. Typically, winters in the Northern Atlantic tend to have considerably higher
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wave action than the summers, which generally have more gentle waves (Davis Jr. and
FitzGerald, 2004). The more energetic wave climate results in berm erosion during
winter, leaving a steeper decline from the frontal dune ridge. In summer, the berm tends
to build back up with inland migration of offshore sandbars thanks to the more gentle
summer weather. The long-term health of the beach is closely associated with this
summertime rebuilding. Typically, beach retreat is caused by summer rebuild failing to
compensate for the winter erosion (Davis, 1985). Net erosion generally can be caused by
either loss of sediment supply that deprives the beach of its ability to rebuild, or it can
indicate that the winter erosion is too much for an otherwise healthy sediment supply to
compensate for. Shifts, sometimes dramatic ones, can sometimes also be observed
between years. This can be for a multitude of reasons, whether it be human intervention,
a particularly strong storm season, or shifting of an inlet channel as shown in Figure 1.8.
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W1100 Historical Profiles
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Chart 1.1: Example profiles from September 2008 to June of 2009 demonstrating how sediment
builds up across the summer months and is eroded over the fall and winter. The September
profile shows a more significant berm between roughly 20-35 meters.

1.5 – Formative Influences
1.5.1 – Wind and Waves
Waves and wind are the two most significant weather-related phenomena that
determine the health of beaches because of their ability to create overtopping of dunes
and erosion. Historically, wind has been far more intense in the winter than in the
summer or spring. These winds come from the west and do not contribute considerably to
beach erosion, assuming ample sediment is available to resupply the beach during this
time. Instead, the primary driver of erosion are the northeasterly winds which are more
common in late fall and winter, often associated with tropical storms. These winds tend to
erode beaches heavily and then force eroded sediment into river inlets (FitzGerald et al.,
1989).
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Waves are a factor closely related to wind, which is reflected by the fact that the
highest wave heights have typically come from the northeast as well. Storms coming
from the southeast tend to have much less intense wave action than those from the
northeast, which is good for the health of Maine beaches because they generally face
southeast. Seawall, Popham, and Hunnewell Beaches all face roughly southeast, meaning
that they take less damage from nor’easters (FitzGerald et al., 1989).

1.5.2 – Tides
Tides in the Gulf of Maine vary dramatically from region to region, but in the
region of Seawall Beach they tend to be somewhere around 2.7 m swing on average. This
ranges up to 3.5 m with spring tides, but still is nowhere near the level of tidal ranges
seen to the northeast around the Bay of Fundy. However, it is still more than enough for
tidal influence to become a dominant force on the shoreline. Tidal interactions with the
numerous river inlets are an essential method of sediment storage on the Maine coastline
(FitzGerald et al., 1989).

1.6 – Climate Change and Sea Level Rise
1.6.1 Sea Level Rise
Sea level rise (SLR) is one of the threats posed by climate change that has the
greatest immediate potential for mass displacement of populations worldwide. Barrier
beaches derive their name from the role they serve towards protecting both coastal
environmental and anthropological assets from the ocean’s erosive nature. However, SLR
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driven by global climate change stands to threaten the continued health of these beaches
and the systems they shield.
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Control’s 2019 report on
the ocean and cryosphere, global mean sea level is “almost certainly” rising, and is
measured to be accelerating with a “high” confidence level. This rise in sea level can be
largely attributed to the melting of ice worldwide, and is only likely to accelerate given
the trends observed in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Estimates vary considerably for
exactly how much sea level rise should be expected in the next century, but even under
relatively optimistic scenarios for GHG emissions many coastal areas are likely to
become uninhabitable due to sea level rise alone (Oppenheimer et al, 2019).
The threat SLR poses to populations worldwide is difficult to understate, given
that 11% of the world’s population lives less than ten meters above sea level
(Oppenheimer et al, 2019). Not only does SLR endanger those anthropogenic
developments which are directly on the water, it also is likely to cause severe harm to the
nearshore natural systems. Barrier beaches such as Seawall Beach are noteworthy
because they tend to retreat in response to SLR rather than be destroyed outright. That
resilience makes them extremely valuable in preserving and protecting coastal
ecosystems against SLR, although it nonetheless does mean that they are likely to retreat
somewhat into these same nearshore systems. Such retreat would still likely destroy salt
marshes situated directly behind the beaches, such as the Sprague Marsh. These marsh
systems are themselves extremely valuable ecological systems for their contributions to
carbon sequestration, storm buffering, and as “nurseries” for many marine species. While
these systems will face problems with inundation regardless of if sea level rises too
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rapidly for them to adapt, barrier beaches nonetheless play a crucial role in their
protection from coastal storms. Therefore, beach response to climate change will likely
be one of the most important factors in nearshore ecological systems going forward.
It is worth noting that while most of the world is experiencing increasing average
wave heights relative to sea level, some evidence suggests that they are actually declining
in the Northern Atlantic (Oppenheimer et al, 2019). While the decreasing wave height is
not likely to offset the damage done by increasingly frequent storm events or general
SLR, it may lend some advantage to beaches such as Seawall. The primary controls on
retreat rate are the frequency of overtopping/overwashing events, or those waves which
pass the initial crest of the beach. These events cause rollover, the process by which
waves push the sediment at the top of the crest is behind and slowly creates a new,
retreated crest over time. This is not something specific to SLR, and in a shorter
timeframe is much more dependent on weather conditions within a given year. However,
because sea level rise means that waves collide with shorefronts at a higher level and
with increased frequency, the overall trend of beach retreat over many decades is likely to
correspond with SLR. Consequentially, SLR seems to be associated with beach retreat
and erosion at multiplicative rates, meaning even small amounts of SLR could indicate
severe problems to come for beaches such as Seawall (Zhang et al., 2004).
Retreat at Seawall Beach is a well-documented phenomenon throughout history,
particularly in the work of Nelson and Fink (1979). Based on examination of aerial
photographs from 1940-1972, they documented 11-14 meters of retreat for an average of
38.5 cm of beach retreat per year. They identify that the retreat occurring is apparently
secular, meaning that it seems to be occurring in irregular events rather than at a fixed
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rate over short timeframes. Figure 1.8 shows the erratic interval at which retreat was
recorded. According to this paper, these uneven intervals are driven by the large
overwashing events that occur with record storms.

Figure 1.9: Map of Seawall Beach with charts detailing retreat rates over specific time
intervals. Taken from Nelson and Fink (1979).
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1.6.2 – Influence on Storms
Compounding with the problem of SLR, extreme weather events are likely to
become more common. The IPCC’s 2019 report states that with high confidence,
damaging impacts of tropical storms and hurricanes will increase with both frequency
and intensity (Pörtner et al., 2019). Because storms are one of the primary influences on
beaches and promote the damaging overwashing of the backdune that drives retreat, this
could exacerbate existing problems going forward. Zhang et al. (2004) cite evidence
pointing toward storms not being a significant contributor to long-term beach retreat, but
their dismissal of storm impact does not appear to take into account the fact that storms
are likely to become more frequent. They argue that since barrier beaches have survived
thus far and can clearly recover from storms, storms are not worth looking at in more
depth. However, they fail to prove that barrier beaches will be able to recover from these
storms if their frequency and intensity is greatly increased, such that they cannot rebuild
before being eroded once again.

1.6.3 – Attempts to Resolve Beach Erosion and Retreat
Because beaches are such dynamic systems, their shifting often conflicts with
planned or existing human developments. Therefore, to prevent the erosion of homes and
communities, it is common to have manmade structures established that attempt to
preserve portions of coastline. Such structures include jetties, which are long barriers
jutting away from shore, typically to prevent the migration of sediment into harbors or
ports; groins, which are similar to jetties, except generally are built in series and are
intended to preserve sediment volume on a beach; and seawalls, which are large walls
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running parallel to shore that attempt to prevent waves from eroding the sediment on
shore. While all of these systems may offer short term benefits toward sediment
preservation, they tend to cause issues in the long term. Because groins and jetties
prevent migration of sediment but cannot stop erosion altogether, they tend to simply
remove the method of beach replenishment without addressing the root problem
(FitzGerald et al., 1989). Groins are frequently built in series by property owners who
fear the inevitable sediment deprivation that their shore will face due to an up-shore groin
depriving it of sediment access, feeding a vicious cycle where more groins are needed to
aid the damage caused by other groins. While seawalls do not interfere with sediment
flow to the same extent as the other methods mentioned here, they nonetheless cause
problems for beach health. Because of how waves will reflect and crash against seawalls,
they often create erosion below themselves where the energy is dispersed. This means
that seawalls end up frequently causing excess erosion, and in the long term, work against
the purpose of their construction (Hill et al., 2004). It is now commonly held that if
beaches are retreating, there may be no choice but to relocate human populations inland.
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Chapter 2: Methodology
Research on Seawall Beach in Phippsburg, ME was conducted on numerous dates
between September 12th, 2020 and November 20th, 2020. Isolated studies were also
conducted on nearby Club Beach. The frequency of these studies was influenced by
weather patterns and tidal cycles. GPS tracks were taken along the frontal dune ridge on
two occasions in October and November.

2.1 – Topographic Profiling
Beach profiles collected from each beach were derived from predefined transects
set in the beach. These transects have been established at various points over the past
forty years and are defined by stakes implanted in the beach. At Seawall Beach, seven
unique transects were measured. They are named by their relation to the beach access
path – either W (West) or E (East) followed by a rough estimate of their distance away in
meters. At each transect, there are two or three stakes set in line between the frontal dune
ridge and the secondary, back dune ridge. Not all transects established at Seawall Beach
have been studied for the same amount of time, nor have they all survived to the present
day. Figure 1 shows the seven transects measured at Seawall Beach in the course of my
study. There have been multiple other transects in the beach’s history, but those included
here are the only ones available for study at the present. Table 2.1 provides the GPS
coordinates recorded for the back stake of each transect.
Transect

Northing

Easting

E200

N43° 43.799’

W069° 48.747’
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E100

N43° 43.776’

W069° 48.809’

W100

N43° 43.716’

W069° 49.059’

W300

N43° 43.634’

W069° 49.258’

W500

N43° 43.591’

W069° 49.753’

W700

N43° 43.503’

W069° 49.567’

W1100

N43° 43.422’

W069° 49.753’

Table 2.1: Coordinates for the back stake of each Seawall Beach Transect.

N

Figure 2.1: The seven extant transects at Seawall Beach. Easternmost transect is E200. Created
in Google Maps.

One other location used in this study had established transects. Club Beach, a
nearby pocket beach sitting just across the inlet, had two transects established in the
summer of 2019. These are known as Club North and Club South.
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Figure 2.2: Locations of the two transects at Club Beach. Created in Google Maps.

The survey process was identical at both Seawall Beach and Club Beach, but the Club
Beach transects are defined by different markers than the metal stakes of Seawall Beach.
Surveying here instead began at either the corner of a septic system’s grate or at a
reflective fiberglass rod in the ground. The bearing of each was defined by a small metal
peg in the ground nearby, and each had an easy reference point offshore to target for
visually maintaining that bearing.
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The method for studying these transects was published in 1961 by K. O. Emery and is
named after him today. The Emery Method is a low technology and simple method for
surveying profiles along transects that can obtain very accurate information. To perform
the Emery Method of beach surveying, at least two volunteers and a pair of stadia rods
(Fig. 2) are required. Stadia rods are essentially meter sticks – in this case, 1.5 meter
sticks – that can be used to measure elevation change over a certain distance. The first
person places one stadia rod at the starting point (in the case of this study, the back
stake), and the other person places the second stadia rod at a determined distance away
along the bearing of the transect as defined by the stakes. The stadia rods used in this
study were tied together with a piece of butcher’s twine marked with tape at each meter
point, meaning that surveying interval can be varied. For example, over a region of
particularly high interest or variability like the frontal dune ridge, it is important to use a
low interval (generally one meter) to accurately depict the dramatic changes to the profile
at a more granular level. In more static regions with less relief, such as the beach face
below the plunge step, such granularity is unnecessary and a considerably greater interval
is used (generally three meters). Between the plunge step and the end of vegetation on the
berm, two meters was often used to accommodate the middling variability of the slope in
that region.
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Figure 2.3: Diagram of the Emery method, as taken from K. O. Emery’s original publication
(Emery 1961).

Figure 2.4: Russett (center) aligning the top of the far stadia rod with the horizon and reading
the measurement from his stadia rod while dictating to a scribe, who recorded the data in a
notebook.

As each measurement is taken, one person records the elevation change in a
notebook alongside its corresponding meter mark. The notebook was set up with a simple
two column table that recorded the cumulative distance travelled (in meters) along the
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beach, and a second column for the incremental elevation change in centimeters.
Recording data was much easier with three people because holding a stadia rod and
writing simultaneously can be difficult, so it helped to have a third person who serves just
as a scribe. When later importing the data to Excel, all datasets were evaluated for any
obvious mistakes.
Determining elevation change with the stadia rods is based on the principle of
forming a plane by aligning the top of one (the “0” point of the rod) with the horizon and
then recording the corresponding tick mark on the other stadia rod. If done correctly, the
Emery method is a very accurate and simple method which requires only basic tools. One
limitation it does pose is that it necessitates constant view of the horizon. In an instance
where there the elevation change is very abrupt, it may be that it is altogether impossible
to see the horizon and therefore measure the elevation change due to the high ridge
blocking your view. Similarly, the constant need to see the horizon means that dense fog
or rain may make the Emery method impossible. As such, field days needed to be
planned according to weather forecasts so that there would be less chance of having an
invisible horizon.
Because the weather and tides limited the window to get quality beach data, it
often was not possible to get data for all of the transects on the same day, as would have
been ideal. To compensate, acquiring data within a reasonably short period of time from
the last collection or before a major weather event was prioritized. In late September, for
example, obtaining data for the remainder of the Seawall Beach transects was prioritized
before the first major hurricane of the fall was to strike, even though this sometimes
meant that tides or weather conditions were suboptimal. Generally, the aim was to get at
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least one set of complete data for both September and October, and a few more transects
from November. While using months to group the transects is a somewhat arbitrary
choice given that weather patterns and beach shift do not correspond strictly to months, it
nonetheless provided a sense of structure to the work that helped set goals throughout the
research period.
Data were collected and exported into Microsoft Excel and then charted by
plotting the distance travelled values as “x” coordinates, and then creating a second
column which created a cumulative sum value for the elevation change that could be
plotted as “y” coordinates. The data for this study was then imported into a separate
Excel spreadsheet, where it was compiled with all the archival data for the profiles into
one document. This was done in a similar manner, with frequent but small modifications
to the process for converting centimeters to meters or sometimes without the need to
create a cumulate sum of the “y” values. All this data could then be plotted against itself,
though for many of the transects there were far too many profiles to reasonably plot
against one another simultaneously while maintaining any practical readability.
Therefore, many charts were created using just select data that show particularly
interesting or elucidating relationships.

2.2 – Archival Data
Some of the oldest data in this dataset had no available record aside from charts
taken from the thesis work of Snyder (1993). This thesis includes profiles surveyed by
himself and Professor Ken Fink (University of Maine Orono and Darling Marine Center),
and these profiles were of a very high priority for this work because of the long
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timeframe between then and now. Because no numerical archive of the datasets’ values is
known to exist, it was instead adapted using photographs of the charts to recreate the
original values. This was done primarily in the image editing software GIMP (GNU
Image Manipulation Program). First, a grid was overlain above each of the images and
then altered with the “perspective” tool to correct the axes of the graphs such that they
would align with the grid. This was necessary because all of the pictures available were
taken from an angle and the image would have been highly distorted without. Once the
axes matched the overlain grid, a measuring tool was used to count the pixels from the
origin of each axis to their terminus. This pixel count was then divided by the distance
that the axis was supposed to represent, creating a ratio of pixels to either meters or
centimeters. Individual data points were then taken by advancing down the x-axis at a
fixed interval of pixels, usually aiming to halve the interval of the provided tick marks
along the x-axis (these ticks were either 5 m or 6.25 m apart), though further down the
profile where it became much more regular the interval sometimes increased to a full
tick. At each of these intervals, the pixel counts to the profile line on the chart were
measured and then recorded in a notebook. Later, these pixel counts were imported into
Excel and converted into their associated distances using the ratio established previously.
These values were then plotted alongside all others. While some error was unavoidable
and the x-axis intervals likely differ from Snyder’s considerably, the process was quite
meticulous and seems likely to yield data which represents the charts to a high degree of
accuracy.
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2.3 – GPS Data
Additional data were collected with a global positioning system (GPS) unit, the
Garmin eTrex 10. This system was used for two primary functions. First, it was used to
verify the location of each transect stake and ensure that it was the correct one. By
checking these coordinates and recording them they could be referred in each subsequent
trip to the beach.

Figure 2.5: The Garmin eTrex 10 GPS unit used to create beach tracks and check coordinates to
verify that the measurement was being taken at the correct transect.

Second, on two occasions the “track” feature was used to create a digital record of
the frontal dune ridge. By setting the GPS to begin to tracking location and walking as
closely to the dune ridge as possible, a series of coordinates were created that correspond
to the location of the frontal dune ridge and can be overlain with similar historical records
in software such as Google Earth or ArcGIS. These dune tracks are not as complete as
they would ideally be due to both time constraints and uncertainty on how to record
certain portions of the beach that no longer display a clearly defined frontal dune ridge
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(mostly on the east side), but they nonetheless provide highly accurate mapping of the
frontal dune ridge in certain regions across the beach.

2.4 – Weather Data
Sourced from a weather buoy in Casco Bay (44007), a variety of data was
downloaded and processed to assess weather severity during the study period.

Figure 2.6: National Data Buoy Center buoy 44007, located in Casco Bay, was used to assess
weather across the study period.

The weather data is freely available at the webpage of the Northeast Regional
Association of Coastal Ocean Observing Systems (NERACOOS). While not directly at
Seawall Beach, this buoy is one of the closest, making it a good choice for representing
the weather patterns present. While there were a variety of data types that would have
been helpful for this study, only three of those selected were available when this data was
downloaded. These three categories were wave speed, wind direction, and wind speed.
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Other categories of data would have been helpful, but these three are the most important
ones for what this study seeks to evaluate. These categories of data were processed in
Microsoft Excel to create representative graphs which make clear the trends that exist
between them.
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Chapter 3: Results
3.1 – Seawall Beach Transects
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Chart 3.1: Profiles at transect W100 taken on September 12th and October 3rd.

The profiles at W100 show a clear trend of erosion occurring between fall and winter in
accordance with typical seasonal profile transitions. Scarping is significant and consistent
across the entire profile, despite the relatively short timeframe these data were taken over.
A prominent berm is present in the September data between 18-25 m. The amount of
erosion appears to consistently increase as the transect proceeds, reaching a maximum of
about 70 cm eroded by the end of recorded data. In both profiles, the frontal dune ridge
rests at around 11 m from the back stake and at an elevation of about 25 cm below the
back stake. It is relatively sharp and narrow.
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Chart 3.2: Profiles at transect W300 from September 18th, October 3rd, and November 25th.
November data has been shifted down by 20 cm as it seems to be missing an entry early on which
misaligned the rest of the profile.

The November profile’s backdune initially did not align well with the other two.
Because the backdune is highly unlikely to have changed dramatically, this misalignment
can be confidently dismissed as error. When scaled down 20 cm by adding an additional
data point, the profiles align cleanly. This error was likely the result of a transcription
mistake instead of broader procedural error, which implies that the data is still useful if
corrected. As such, the data shown above includes the corrections because they appear to
increase accuracy without jeopardizing the quality of information.
These profiles show less significant scarping than in W100 between the months.
The frontal dune ridge appears to rest about 10 m from the back stake at an elevation of 7
cm above the back stake. This profile has a unique tiered form not seen elsewhere on the
beach, with a brief region that levels off partway through the scarp of the dune ridge
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before continuing down at its previous rate. It remains apparent that there is somewhat
significant erosion occurring, albeit to a much lesser extent than at W100.
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Chart 3.3: Profiles at transect W500 taken on September 21st and October 3rd.

The profiles at W500 show little variability between months. While some minor
scarping from September to October is visible, it is considerably less than both of the two
transects above. At its greatest extent, the erosion appears to be about 15 cm between the
two profiles. Due to the imminent approach of the first major hurricane of the season, this
data was taken at a time of day which otherwise would not have been ideal because of the
high tide. Because the tide limited the available length, the September data is very short.
The frontal dune ridge here is at roughly 10 m from the back stake and 66 cm above the
back stake. The frontal dune ridge is 10 m away and 66 cm above the back stake. This is
a high elevation, and the dune is narrow with steep sides.
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Chart 3.4: Profiles at transect W700 on September 21st and October 4th.

This data also seems subject to considerable error shown by misalignment of the
dune ridges, although it is possible that some of this is reflective of genuine erosion.
Despite the error present, there is clearly visible a large amount of scarping visible. The
berm in the September data is present between 17-27 m. The frontal dune ridge is at 13 or
14 m from the back stake and crests at 115-137 cm above the back stake. This profile
more closely resembles W100 than W500 in that it demonstrates a greater amount of
change between the months. At most, the profile appears to have lost ~61 cm of
sediment. The frontal dune ridge appears narrow and steep.
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Chart 3.5: Profiles at transect W1100 on September 21st and October 4th.

This profile appears to show a moderate amount of erosion, somewhere in
between that of W100’s high variability and W1100’s high stability. The September
profile shows a berm around 17-23 m and appears to be among the more prominent
berms of the September transects. As with the rest of the transects, however, the berm is
scarped away in October. The frontal dune ridge appears to crest around 12 m from the
back stake at a particularly high elevation of about 120 cm above the back stake. At most,
the beach seems to have lost around 44 cm of sediment. The frontal dune ridge is narrow
and thin, although not quite to the extent of W700 or W500.
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Chart 3.6: Profiles at transect E100 on September 18th, October 29th, and November 25th.

The general shape of the eastern profiles is somewhat different from those on the
western side. The dune ridges are not as dominant here, and the stakes which define this
transect are embedded in a plateau rather than two distinct ridges with a valley in
between. Furthermore, in contrast to the western transects, which all demonstrate some
degree of erosion over time, E100 appears to actually accrete sediment over the time
period from September to October. The slope becomes less scarped with each successive
month, with September having the least consistent slope and November having the most
consistently gradual one. While variable, the transect seems to have accreted a maximum
of 72 cm at around 62 m from the back stake.
Related to accretion, this profile appears to develop a more defined frontal dune
ridge as time progressed. While not to the extent of the western profiles, the October and
November profiles demonstrate a clear crest where there was none in September. In
September, the closest analogue to a frontal dune ridge is at around 12 m from the back
stake and is about 31 cm lower than the back stake. In October and November the new
crest appears to be around 14 m from the back stake. In these months, it is built up to a
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height of just -2 cm below the back stake, which is about 22 cm higher than the
September profile.
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Chart 3.7: Profiles at transect E200 on September 19th and October 29th.

The data for E200 shows a similar trend of accretion to that of E100. However, no
frontal dune ridge of such clarity develops here. In general, this profile is much different
from all the others. Where even E100 demonstrated an elevated, level backdune region,
E200 shows a constant slope from the start. It is difficult to provide the same information
that was given for the other profiles because this one has so little in common with them.
It can be said that the greatest difference is roughly 53 cm of accretion between
September and October.
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3.2 – Club Beach Transects
Club South Profile
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Chart 3.8: Profile at Club Beach South on October 3rd.
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Chart 3.9: Profile at Club Beach North on October 3rd.

Club Beach is characterized by the addition of a large, man-made seawall made of
loose boulders, which accounts for the dramatic decline seen in the center of this profile.
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It also explains the somewhat erratic course it takes. The ~25 m region behind this wall is
lawn grass well out of reach of all but the strongest of storm surges and therefore unlikely
to be shifting much. A few weeks before this data was taken, Hurricane Teddy hit the east
coast. According to local residents, the hurricane removed as much as a meter of
sediment from the base of the seawall. Unfortunately, there is no data record of the beach
from immediately before Hurricane Teddy. It is difficult to evaluate the natural features
of a system as altered as this one, particularly because there is only one profile for each of
these transects during the study period. As such, these profiles will become more relevant
when combined with the historical profiles.

3.3 – Historical Data
Presented here are aggregate charts featuring every historical profile available for each
transect. These charts are difficult to interpret because of how many profiles they each
have, so the discussion will selectively analyze the profiles in a format more conducive to
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interpretation.

Chart 3.10: Aggregate chart of all historical profiles of transect E100.

Chart 3.11: Aggregate chart of all historical profiles of transect E200.
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Chart 3.12: Aggregate chart of all historical profiles of transect W100.
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Chart 3.13: Aggregate chart of all historical profiles of transect W300.
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Chart 3.14: Aggregate chart of all historical profiles of transect W500.
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Chart 3.15: Aggregate chart of all historical profiles of transect W700.
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W1100 Historical Profiles
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Chart 3.16: Aggregate chart of all historical profiles of transect W1100.
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Chart 3.17: Aggregate chart of all historical profiles of transect Club Beach South.
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Club Beach North Historical
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Chart 3.18: Aggregate chart of all historical profiles of transect Club Beach North.

3.4 – Snyder Transects
Noah Snyder’s 1993 thesis presented six profiles each for transects E100 and W100
which had been surveyed between 1987 and 1992. All of these are shown below as
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aggregate graphs for each transect.
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Chart 3.19: Six profiles at E100 from Snyder’s unpublished 1993 thesis.

The frontal dune ridge rests consistently around 24 m from the back stake in the
eastern profiles. All but one of these profiles shows a consistent dune ridge elevation of
around -5 cm relative to the back stake. The dune ridge is tall relative to its width, with
very steep sides. The exception is the August 1987 profile which shows a dune ridge
height of -95 cm relative to the back stake; a considerably lower elevation that was built
up significantly in the next two years. Of all profiles, by far the most heavily scarped is
the January 1992 profile, which was surveyed after the powerful “Halloween Howler”
storm of October 31st, 1991. This profile demonstrates no berm and a very steady decline,
which stands in contrast to the other profiles with prominent elevation gains at the plunge
step. Large sandbars are visible in the data from August 1987 and June 1990. It appears
that these are likely two distinct sandbars given that it is not present at all in the October
1989 data and these profiles show the the 1990 bar as being further out. While it could be
that the sandbar was brought out by the fall 1989 storm season and brought back in by
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June 1990, the built up berm of 1989’s profile suggests that the sandbar may have
migrated inward and welded onto the beach in this time.
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Chart 3.20: Six profiles at W100 from Snyder’s unpublished 1993 thesis.

Immediately apparent is the relative stability of the west side relative to the east,
although the east side profiles are over a slightly longer period of time. The relative
stability of this dataset does not mean there is no change, and the frontal dune ridge of the
west actually appears to shift forward and backward to a greater extent than the east side.
In July 1991, it is at about 19 m from and 78 cm below the back stake. In July 1992, it
has moved forward and built forward considerably to a distance of 52 m and up to 57 cm
from the back stake. All of these dune ridges are much wider than the east side data.

3.5 – GPS Dune Tracks
Two tracks along the frontal dune ridge were taken, one on October 29th 2020 and one on
November 25th 2020.
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N

Figure 3.1: Two frontal dune tracks from fall of 2020. Red is from October 29th while blue is from
November 25th. Created in Google Earth Pro.

These tracks line up very closely, which is to be expected of tracks taken just a month
apart. There are minor deviations on the west side, but these could easily be slight errors
in GPS tracking or GPS location as it progressed along the beach. Because it is difficult
to discern a frontal dune ridge on much of the east side, that information should also be
considered more forgivingly. Certain areas were also not given the same treatment in
both profiles.

3.6 – Weather Data
Weather data from three categories was broken down and processed for the study period.
First, wind direction was used to evaluate the most common directions that wind strikes
Seawall Beach.
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Chart 3.21: Weather roses displaying data about the frequency of winds blowing in each
direction for each month and the entire study period.

As shown in the total graph within Fig. 3.22, the most common wind directions
overall were south, south-southwest, and north. These overall trends are not uniform
across the period, however. The September data shows the same most common three
directions, but less of almost all other directions. October experienced considerably
higher amounts of wind in the east-west direction relative to the the other graphs.
November began to experience high amounts of southwesterly wind, large decreases in
wind from the north-south direction, and increases to the west-northwestern winds. The
prominence of these different directions over time may have major implications for what
the beach experiences in each month of the study period.
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Chart 3.22: Hourly wind speed over the study period. Absolute data is in blue, a rolling 24-hour
average is in orange.

Wind speed over the study period tended to vary dramatically and lacked any
obvious long-term trend. Isolated highs occurred on September 30th of 16 m/s and
November 16th of 19 m/s. One point of note is that Hurricane Teddy, by far the most
powerful storm to influence the Gulf of Maine during the study period, does not raise the
wind speed particularly high. Data on the 22nd and 23rd – when Teddy made its closest
approach – show a wind speed of no higher than 11 m/s, which was surpassed just the
week prior.
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Chart 3.23: Hourly wave height over the study period. Absolute data is in blue, a rolling 24-hour
average is in orange.

Wave height was somewhat less variable than wind speed. Two dates in particular
are of particular note for their large wave heights – September 23rd and November 16th.
September 23rd is Hurricane Teddy, which shows very clearly in the data here. November
16th was another major storm that was also reflected through high wind speeds. The third
highest waves occurred on September 30th, which is also the day of the second highest
wind speeds. The seemingly inconsistent relationships between wave height and wind
speed suggest that waves are sometimes driven by offshore systems which are too far
removed for the near coast to experience their wind. The waves, however, carry further
and can impact the coast even when wind is not particularly powerful. To further
illustrate the relationship between wind speeds and wave heights, see, Fig. 3.15 which
charts them against one another on different axes.
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Chart 3.24: Rolling averages of both wave height and wind speed over the study period charted
against one another.

While it appears that each of these categories are almost always associated with
one another, the extent to which this is the case varies greatly. For example, while the
general spikes and drops of the week of October 9th are mirrored closely between both
data types, wind speed is far higher relative to wave height. During Hurricane Teddy,
however, the trend is reversed.
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Chapter 4: Discussion
4.1 – Seawall Beach Profile Data
The following are a series of charts which show the data collected in this study compared
to archived historical profile data. While aggregate charts of all profiles for a given
transect were presented in the results, these charts will be broken down by time period
and only show selectively chosen profiles which best represent the history of the transect.

4.1.1 – Short Term Profiles
These profiles are those taken within the six-year period immediately prior to the
study period. Given that the overall study period covers roughly thirty years it would
seem intuitive to break the groups into intervals of ten years, but a lack of quality profiles
from 2012-2013 combined with consistent data for the years both before and after results
in these years being a more compelling place to draw the distinction between short-term
and intermediate-term.
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Short-Term Historical Profiles of E100
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Chart 4.1: Select profiles of transect E100 in the six years before and including this study.

Chart 4.1 shows a somewhat inconsistent pattern. The location of the frontal dune
ridge is fairly consistent over the five year period, with no major deviations in height nor
from the present location at about 14 m from the back stake. The furthest it is from the
present is in 2014, where its crest appears to be about 2 m behind the current location.
Many of the historical profiles have clear sandbars offshore, though the profiles from this
study do not, possibly due to their generally shorter length. There is a significant
formation of built up sediment at 30-40 m in the August 2018 profile which suggests
recent or ongoing welding of a sandbar, but this is the only profile in which such a
formation exists. The fact that it is not present just a month prior implies that the profile
may very rapidly accrete sediment due to these offshore sandbars migrating inland. Such
migration is made clear in the 2015 profiles, where the offshore sandbar beginning at
about 125 m in July has moved inland roughly 8 m by August. Unfortunately, there was
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no recent fall data available to compare with this study’s fall profiles to assess whether
the counterintuitive accretion of sediment from September to October was anomalous or
a persistent trend. October and November data from 2020 more closely align with typical
profiles from recent years, while the 2020 September profile is the most scarped of all of
them (including those not shown in the chart above). Such heavy scarping may suggest
that the transect was in an anomalous position in September 2020 and that forces shifting
it back towards equilibrium offset the more typical net erosional trends for fall profiles.

Short-Term Historical Profiles of E200
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Chart 4.2: Select profiles of transect E200 in the 6 years before and including this study.

Chart 4.2 shows considerably more variable profiles than were present in the
E100 profiles. This variability is pronounced nowhere more than in the region between
the two stakes, which is typically more stable over short time periods. The more recent
profiles have nothing that could be called a frontal dune ridge, but the 2014-2015 profiles
do. During this time period, there was a dune ridge which reached between 10-25 cm
above the back stake and rested about 14 m in front. Compared to modern profiles, this
part of the profile has lost around 80 cm of sediment. The overall trend shifts away from
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erosion as the profiles continue, where the three oldest profiles presented here (July 2014,
August 2015, and July 2016) have the least sediment from about 38 m onward.
Variability in elevation at these older profiles suggests landward migrating sand bars, but
none of the more recent profiles appear to demonstrate this same trend with the possible
exception of August 2018. June 2018 seems to show the last remnants of a frontal dune
ridge at its start, but there is no comparable point in any of the other profiles from the
time period. Because the most recent profile beforehand was two years prior, it is
possible that there was a smaller, temporary frontal dune ridge that had formed around
2017 and eroded away during the summer of 2018. The 2020 data lies generally within
the common range of sediment quantity. Again, there is no available fall data from recent
years to compare with, so it cannot be said whether the accretion over this period is
anomalous. However, because the 2020 profiles are not outliers in any way from the
others, the suggestion that the accretion may have been driven by profiles returning to
more typical trends from starkly imbalanced ones seems less likely.

Short-Term Historical Profiles of W100
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Chart 4.3: Select profiles of transect W100 in the 6 years before and including this study.
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In contrast to the eastern profiles, W100 shows very little variation in recent
years. The greatest deviation from the norm in this chart is the September 2020 profile.
This profile contains the most sediment of any profile in Chart 4.3, and as demonstrated
in Chart 3.12, the most of any from the last twenty years by a considerable margin. The
frontal dune ridge is consistently 25-30 cm below the elevation of the back stake and 11
m in front of it for every profile. Many of the profiles here show a prominent berm,
although not to the extent of the berm present in September 2020. August 2018 is the
only profile here to show what appears to be a distinct sand bar offshore. The relatively
large amount of displaced sediment from this profile during the fall of 2020 suggests a
relationship to the unexpected accretion at the adjacent E100.
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Chart 4.4: Select profiles of transect W300 in the 6 years before and including this study.

The recent profiles for W300 are all similar. One of the main differences appears
to be a higher beach between 25-60 m, most prominent in July 2015 and variably present
in the same location for the years afterward. The two-tiered frontal dune ridge seems to
become more prominent in recent years; the first sign of it leveling out for the lower tier
occurs at roughly the same distance from the back stake (15 m), but its level in 2015 was
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about -150 cm below the front stake. Today, it is at about -70 cm. In addition to raising
up, the second tier of the dune ridge also becomes more prominent. Today, it is much
more flat than it was in 2015. On the whole, this transect is remarkably static and
consistent, particularly when compared to the east side profiles.
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Chart 4.5: Select profiles of transect W500 in the 6 years before and including this study.

One of W500’s defining characteristics is its tall, steep frontal dune ridge. While
this has been present throughout the entire recent history of the transect, it has become
taller and steeper in recent years. One particularly distinctive change is the additional
sediment built up behind the frontal dune ridge in the time between August 2018 and
September 2020. Typically, the region in between the two stakes is only altered with
significant overwash. However, the net buildup on the frontal dune ridge suggests that
there has been little overwash during this period, so it is unclear how backdune accretion
could have occurred. It may have something to do with the profile’s proximity to the
large parabolic dune which it migrates backwards into, or it is possibly the result of
methodological error. Further down the transect, profiles tend to look fairly similar. Of
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note is that the 2020 profiles appear among the least scarped, which is particularly
strange because the October 2020 profiles from the rest of the beach closely resemble
most winter profiles. Sudden slope changes in July 2014 (at about 34 m) and August
2018 (at about 94 m) may represent inland migrating sand bars.

Short-Term Historical Profiles for W700
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Chart 4.6: Select profiles of transect W700 in the 6 years before and including this study.

W700 was historically the least surveyed of the seven Seawall Beach transects
this study examined. As a result, all of the profiles available are in this most recent time
period. It is clear that the September 2020 profile is a major anomaly due to its very high
level relative to the others, although this anomalous behavior is corroborated by the
results recorded at W100 and W1100. Some of the disparity here may be due to the error
in recording this profile, but most of it is likely legitimate, particularly because there is no
other fall data for comparison. Other than this one profile, all others are nearly identical
and lack many distinctive features. As such, it is difficult to draw many conclusions about
this transect other than that it has been quite stable in recent years.
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Short-Term W1100 Historical Profiles
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Chart 4.7: Select profiles of transect W1100 in the 6 years before and including this study.

While W1100 has many historical profiles, only two additional ones are available
for comparison within this recent time period. The two 2016 profiles both show a fairly
significant change in the frontal dune ridge, something unusual for the west side of the
beach. In just four years, the frontal dune ridge retreated four meters and built up
vertically about 60 cm. This profile is again an example of one where the interdune
region is significantly changed, although in this instance it is more understandable
because the frontal dune ridge also retreats. The rapid change present here stands in stark
contrast to the static profiles at W700, which is strange given their close proximity.
Because variability in sediment supply tends to increase the closer a transect is to a tidal
inlet, W1100’s proximity to the Sprague River inlet may explain why these nearby
transects might show such different trends. In the recent time period, W1100 is by far the
most varied on the west side year to year. Unfortunately, it cannot be said if this trend of
change is maintained every year because of the lack of data.
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4.1.2 – Intermediate-Term Profiles
Due to an abundance of profiles for some of these transects during the
intermediate chronological period, they have been broken into two groups – one earlier in
the period, from 2002 to 2005, and one later in the period, from 2008 to 2011. Dividing
the charts will allow for better representation of the transect’s evolving status over time,
as well accommodating for the gap in data from 2006-2007. The only profiles older than
these are those taken from Noah Snyder (1993), which will be examined in the next
section.

Late Intermediate-Term Historical Profiles of E100
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Chart 4.8: Selected profiles of E100 from 2008-2011 plotted against 2020 profiles.

The most immediately apparent difference between recent profiles from E100 and its
profiles from 2008-2011 is the presence of an additional dune ridge about 8 m in front of
the modern frontal dune ridge. This dune ridge has not simply retreated to its present
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position, as evidenced by the fact that a dune ridge still exists at approximately the
modern location of the frontal dune ridge. Instead, it appears to have been eroded away
entirely. The process of erosion is partially shown in the 2009 profiles. In June 2009, the
ridge is lower than in any profile from 2008, and October is lower still. By November,
the harsh fall storms seem to have scarped away the dune ridge entirely. While data is
limited for the coming years, the dune ridge has rebuilt itself entirely by August 2011,
suggesting a cyclical process. Dune retreat formations which behave in such a way are
often driven by inland migration of large sand bars, which in this case may be associated
with the nearby Morse River inlet. Worth noting is that none of the historical profiles
demonstrate the fall accretion this study found. The only partial exception is that in
November 2009 the beach level below the frontal dune ridge is higher than in past
months, but this is likely a product of the destroyed dune ridge’s sediment being
redistributed – something which does not occur in the 2020 data.

Early Intermediate-Term Historical Profiles of E100
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Chart 4.9: Selected profiles of E100 from 2002-2005 plotted against 2020 profiles.
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The 2002-2005 data has, in many ways, more in common with the modern data
than the 2008-2011 data does. While counterintuitive, it further supports the hypothesis
of a dune ridge growth cycle taking place over the span of multiple years. As with the late
intermediate profiles, there is a dune ridge close to the modern frontal dune ridge.
However, this time it is in front of the modern dune ridge, rather than behind as in Chart
4.8. The major distinction comes again with the dune ridge in front of this one, which
similarly degrades over time. The November 2002 profile shows a dune ridge in the same
place as Chart 4.8, but it is less clearly defined. The slight backdune trough separating it
from the dune ridge behind is gone by the fall of 2003, and by spring of 2004 there is
little evidence of a dune ridge having existed in this location at all. From this point to the
winter of 2005, no dune ridge builds at this location again. Sometime within the missing
data of 2006-2007, the dune ridge must have rebuilt to the level it is present in 2008, but
there is no data to document this process. Based on the time intervals, it seems that the
cycle time for the evolution of this ridge may be around four years of buildup followed
by one or two years of erosion – built up in 2002, destroyed by 2004, built up by 2008,
destroyed by 2009, rebuilt by 2011. Without more profiles tracking the buildup stage it is
difficult to make more specific claims, but this timeline generally seems to track. If that
interval of evolution had held, this frontal dune ridge would have made an appearance at
some point in the short-term profiles of Chart 4.1. However, no such ridge ever forms in
this chart, indicating that either the cycle has been disrupted or that the timing was mere
coincidence.
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Late Intermediate-Term Historical Profiles of E200
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Chart 4.10: Selected profiles of E200 from 2009-2011 plotted against 2020 profiles.

Many of the same historical trends visible at E100 apply to the profiles of E200.
There is a similar third dune ridge in front, although on this side it is closer to 16 m ahead
of the back stake at E200 rather than the 8 m ahead from the back stake of E100. Both
crests here are taller than at E100. Like at E100, the frontal dune ridge is worn down over
2009 and fully eroded by November, suggesting that the erosion of these two transects
are influenced by mostly the same processes. Once again, the dune ridge reappears by
2011, but strangely, is shown to erode completely in the time between June and August
that year. Such rapid erosion over the normally accretionary summer months is difficult
to explain and it is tempting to dismiss the change here as simply error, particularly
because E100 maintains its equivalent dune ridge this same month. However, the rest of
the profile appears highly accurate, and it seems unlikely that such a large procedural
error could have occurred to completely remove a dune ridge. Another major difference
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between the two is that the November 2009 profile shows not just the frontal dune ridge
being eroded as in E100, but also the first of the backdunes eroding in the span of just a
month. Looking at the recent data for the transect in Chart 4.2, the two frontmost dune
ridges shown above have all but completely disappeared by fall 2020, with that section of
the beach currently bearing little resemblance to what it looked like a decade prior. Chart
4.2 does show a frontal dune ridge in 2014-2015 which resembles the middle dune ridge
of the chart above, but this ridge is eroded sometime before July 2016 and never
reappears. Over the same time period, E100 never erodes in an analogous way. Close
proximity to the Morse River inlet may explain the dynamic fluctuations evident in E200
relative to E100 and created these unexpected phenomena.

Early Intermediate-Term Historical Profiles of E200
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Chart 4.11: Selected profiles of E200 from 2002-2005 plotted against 2020 profiles.

In the earlier intermediate period, many familiar patterns from relationships between
E100’s intermediate charts and the relationships between E100 and E200 reappear. As
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with the E100 charts, the older data for E200 shows less distinct crests to the dune ridges
and there is a similar lack of resemblance to the modern data. One of the most notable
similarities is that when the third frontal dune ridge erodes away in the winter of 20032004, the dune ridge immediately behind it also erodes in much the same way as in
November 2009. Interestingly, this means that the only instance of a single dune ridge
eroding at this transect is in the 2011 data. It is generally more difficult to create a good
cycle interval for E200, which is partially due to there being less available data.
However, it would seem that this transect is much more prone to high erosion seasons, as
evidenced by the repeated destruction of the frontal dune ridge within just one season.
Because the profiles still tend to be in sync with one another much of the time, the cycle
may be similar. The erosion of two dune ridges within a single season is one factor which
has no comparison in the E100 data, but occurs multiple times in the E200 profiles. The
only time on record E200 lost just one ridge was over a time period where E100 lost
none, perhaps indicating that E200 is simply more sensitive and that the erosion of its
second dune ridge is more analogous to the erosion of just one at E100. Finally, the loss
of the second dune ridge in 2004 most closely resembles the current profiles.
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Late Intermediate-Term Historical Profiles of W100
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Chart 4.12: Selected profiles of E200 from 2009-2011 plotted against 2020 profiles.

As identified in the short-term section, the “W” profiles tend to be much more
stable than the “E” profiles, and W100 is no exception. W100 has experienced the most
change directly on its frontal dune ridge, which has gotten taller and built back further
since these 2009-2011 profiles were taken. This dune ridge does not appear to have
retreated in this time period but rather has built back, infilling the backdune trough in the
process. February 2009 is the highest of the profiles above, which suggests heavy erosion
over the following year. While a gap in the data makes assessing the rebuild difficult, the
2011 profiles are not much more built up than the 2009 data. Referring to the 2014
profile from Chart 4.3 which is nearly identical to the data from 2020, it is clear that there
was substantial rebuild in the time between 2011 and 2014.
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Early Intermediate-Term Historical Profiles of W100
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Chart 4.13: Selected profiles of W100 from 2002-2005 plotted against 2020 profiles.
In the older data from the intermediate period, W100 has two distinct locations for
its frontal dune ridge. The first of these, which is shown above in the profiles from 20042005, is nearly identical to the modern frontal dune ridge. The dune ridge, then, has
existed at this location from roughly 2004 on, varying in height and shape a few times.
However, the 2002-2003 profiles show the frontal dune ridge about 7 m in front of where
it is now. The July profiles from 2002 also show what appears to be an inland migrating
sandbar, something which appears nowhere else in the W100 profiles until this point.
While the shifting of the frontal dune ridge back 7 m in 2004 seems to have lasted almost
20 years, a lack of data immediately prior to 2002 makes it impossible to conclude
whether this was a return to form or a permanent backwards regression of the beach.
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Intermediate-Term Historical Profiles of W300
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Chart 4.14: Selected profiles of W300 from 2009-2011 plotted against 2020 profiles.

The profiles of W300’s intermediate period are characterized by consistency.
While the frontal dune ridge has changed shape since 2011, it is nonetheless at about the
same distance from the back stake in all profiles. Similarly to the W100 profiles of this
era, the dune ridge at W300 is shorter by roughly 50 cm than it is today. The two-tiered
form of the modern dune ridge is present nowhere in this group of historical profiles,
indicating that the absence of such a form in the 2015-2016 profiles was not merely an
abnormality, and that something caused it to take on this shape in recent times. The
backdune and nearshore regions of the beach are stable to an even greater extent,
showing almost no variation or distinguishing features at all.
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Late Intermediate-Term Historical Profiles of W500
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Chart 4.15: Selected profiles of W500 from 2009-2011 plotted against 2020 profiles.

Much like with W100, the late intermediate-term profiles show a much lower
frontal dune ridge than the modern profiles. As in many of the other profiles, the fall of
2009 almost entirely erodes the frontal dune ridge, causing the ridge to drop about half a
meter by October. However, the subsequent November data is built up from October’s
low, back to about where the profile was in the summer prior. November rebuilding
stands in contrast to what is usually expected of fall profiles. The lower portion of the
November 2009 profile is also built up further, implying a large influx of sediment being
brought onshore during this time period. The dune ridge is rebuilt by the summer of
2011, and has grown another 20 cm by the time it reappears in Chart 4.5. While more
variable than W300, this transect seems to have experienced only minor, temporary shifts
in form between 2009-2020.
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Intermediate-Term Historical Profiles of W500
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Chart 4.16: Selected profiles of W500 from 2002-2004 plotted against 2020 profiles.

The early intermediate profiles show a similar trend to that of W100. Again, the
frontal dune ridge here is at approximately its modern position by 2009, but experienced
retreat in the years prior. At this transect there appears to have been about 7 m of retreat
since 2002 – comparable to the 8 m at W100. Unlike the W100 profiles, there is no clear
distinction between the 2002 and 2004 frontal dune ridges. Instead, the 2004 ridges are
built slightly back from where the 2002 ridge rested. A tiered ridge structure resembling
that of the modern W300 profiles has begun to emerge in certain profiles. It appears that
the dune ridge is accreting new sediment, but this accretion is building almost exclusively
backwards and vertically. As a result, the front face of the dune ridge does not change by
much between 2002 and 2004, despite the large changes overall. The foreshores of these
profiles show huge variation, to an extent far beyond most of the other profiles. At 160 m
from the back stake, the gap between profiles from August and December 2004 is about
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1.5 meters. Such a large amount of sediment eroded within just a few months means that
there is lots of loose sand which may be redistributed to the rest of the beach. A single
sand bar appears in the August 2002 data. The 2020 October profile is more strongly
scarped than any other from this era, and it is likely that the September 2020 profile
would show something similar were it extended further.

Intermediate-Term Historical Profiles of W1100
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Chart 4.17: Selected profiles of W1100 from 2008-2011 plotted against 2020 profiles.

This collection of profiles shows a similar pattern to the early intermediate
profiles from W500 in that the frontal dune ridge’s crest moves backwards while the face
remains in the same location throughout. The dune ridge of November 2009 looks to
have been flattened out and shifted back by about a meter, likely due to some sort of
overwashing event. However, this is a temporary form that resets by 2011. It is another
example of the November profile being more built up than in October, something which
occurs in this study’s 2020 fall data. Compared with the subsequent data from 2016, these
older profiles more closely align with those taken in fall 2020. There is no evidence of
the pushed out frontal dune ridge present in the 2016 profiles, suggesting that it was a
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temporary formation which retreated back to its original position. As with all of the west
side profiles, the modern dune ridge is much higher than it was in the historical profiles
from 2008-2011. The 2008-2011 era was universally poor for the status of the frontal
dune ridge, but the damage caused within this period seems to have been repaired by
2014 in every instance. This is why many of the profiles more closely resemble their
earlier 2002-2005 morphology – the most stable transects return to this same general
form, but the abnormal conditions of 2008-2009 forced a deviation from the norm.

4.1.3 – Long-Term Profiles
Long-Term Historical Profiles of E100
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Chart 4.18: Profiles at E100 taken from Snyder (1993) compared with profiles of E100 from
2020.

The oldest available profiles of E100 show it looking much more like the west
side profiles do in recent times – these profiles are characterized by a clearly defined
frontal dune ridge and a generally symmetrical trough in between the two dune ridges. In
the 10-year gap between the 1992 profile and the 2002 profile, the trough fills in with
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sediment. Meanwhile, the poorly-defined third dune ridge present in the 2002 profiles
builds at the exact location that the frontal dune ridge exists in the 1992 data. Compared
to the fall 2020 profiles, the frontal dune ridge was about 11 m ahead of its recent
location.

Long-Term Historical Profiles of W100
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Chart 4.19: Profiles at W100 taken from Snyder (1993) compared with profiles of W100 from
2020.

In many ways , the historical profiles of W100 have much in common with those
of E100. Again, there is about 11 m of retreat to the frontal dune ridge, and the trough
between the dune ridges once more fills in with sediment by the time of the 2020 profiles.
E100 and W100 differ in their relationship to the early intermediate period data, however.
E100 appears to more closely resemble the modern profiles even in 2002, but the 2002
W100 profiles seem to instead represent a transitional period. While their frontal dune
ridges lie in roughly the same location as in the Snyder data, they are built back to have a
form which more closely resembles that of the intermediate and short-term profiles. By
2004, the frontal dune ridges once again align cleanly. While there is no data for the time
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period of 1993-2001, it seems a plausible assertion that a large amount of the change
which took place during this time period occurred near the very end. If in 2002 W100
looks to be halfway between 1992 and how it does in 2004, that suggests some sort of
event occurring in the late 1990’s through early 2000’s which caused rapid alteration of
the beach. Given that erosional patterns at some transects are typically reflected
elsewhere on the beach, rapid erosion during this time at W100 likely indicates that E100
may have transitioned between its 1992 profile and its 2002 profile around the same time.

4.2 – Additional Data Sources
A variety of supplemental sources were used to provide context and additional
information to the Seawall Beach profiles.

4.2.1 – Historical Club Beach Profiles
Charts 3.17 and 3.18 show the influence a seawall has on the profile of a beach.
Club Beach is a very different type of beach to Seawall Beach, so it is expected that these
profiles will behave differently, but some of the profiles make clear the damage done by
the seawall. Only one of the months on record, July 2014, has a clear berm. The 2016
profiles of both transects show extreme erosion to the point where the beach face is
almost completely level until it reaches the seawall. The seawall is likely causing waves
to deflect downward into the sediment at the base, eroding it further than would happen
were the beach undeveloped. Of all these profiles, the October 2020 data is the only one
which was taken outside summer, so it is difficult to assess how the profiles respond to
the changing of seasons. October 2020 appears to be closely aligned with the majority of
the other profiles, which suggests that the transects are relatively static outside of major
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weather events. The October profile was taken the day after Hurricane Teddy passed
through the coast, and people who had been to Club Beach in the days prior claimed that
it had lost about one meter of sediment in places due to the storm. Comparing the July
2014 profile to the October 2020 of Club Beach North shows about one meter of
sediment loss around 40 m from the back stake, corroborating the account and suggesting
that profiles taken during the summer of 2020 may have more closely resembled those
from July 2014. Most summers never achieve this level of accretion, but the Seawall
profiles’ historically high sediment accumulation may indicate a trend of high sediment
buildup across a larger portion of the Kennebec River estuary. Alternatively, the high
variability could owe to migration of the Sprague River inlet, which lies directly north of
Club Beach. The Sprague River inlet’s close proximity and high potential for sediment
supply likely makes it one of the most influential factors to consider when evaluating the
profiles, but there is an unfortunate lack of data regarding its migration in recent years.
Newton (2010) concludes that eastward migration of the tidal inlet corresponds to
increased buildup of sediment on the Small Point pocket beaches, so it is possible that
such migrations lead to profiles which behave like the July 2014 one.
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4.2.2 – Historical GPS Tracks

Figure 4.1: Three different GPS tracks recording the location of the frontal dune ridge at
Seawall Beach. Teal is November 2020, red is October 2020, and black is June 2008.
Displayed in Google Earth.

The dune ridge tracks shown in Fig. 4.1 confirm the low rate of beach retreat in
the last few decades, but provide evidence that the profiles may not be providing a
complete picture. In multiple places, the frontal dune ridge is shown as having built out
by up to four meters from its position in 2008. These locations, between W700 and W500
or W300 and W100, are not properly being surveyed by any transect on the beach
because they fall in between. In some locations there is net retreat between the 2020 and
2008 tracks, but in these cases the retreat is typically under 2 m. There is very little
difference between the two 2020 tracks, although it appears that between W300 and
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W100 there may have been some retreat from October to November. The east side is not
shown above because that portion of the modern beach does not have a frontal dune ridge
that is clearly defined enough to measure. It is difficult to make more conclusions about
this data without a sample set that covers a longer period of time and has more tracks.

4.2.3 – Weather Data
Figure 3.22 shows the wind direction over the study period. As stated in
FitzGerald et al. (1989), northeasterly winds are the most erosive ones to strike the Maine
coastline, and tend to drive sediment transport the most heavily. Throughout the entire
study period, such winds were rare. October had the greatest proportion of winds coming
from NE, ENE, and NNE, and so it seems likely that profiles from early October 2020
would have particularly notable change when compared to the data from late November.
However, this does not appear to be the case. While November data is limited, in both
instances (W300 and E100) it is available there is almost no difference between the
October and November profiles. Since these storms are so widely agreed to be common
drivers of sediment migration, it is plausible that Hurricane Teddy from late September
caused the sediment most susceptible to erosion and transport, such as that stored in
berms, to begin migrating. By the time the northeasterly winds occurred in October,
much of this vulnerable sediment may have already migrated offshore. Alternatively,
because the October profiles on the east side were taken late in October (October 29th),
their differences from the September profiles could reflect the accelerated longshore drift
resulting from the northeasterly winds which occurred in between. While the idea of
strong longshore transport over this time interval is apparently disputed by the highly
static W300 October-November profiles, it is worth noting that all available profiles of
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W300 (Chart 3.13) show extremely little change season-to-season and even year-to-year.
Consequentially, it may be the case that most other profiles would demonstrate erosion in
this time period, accounting for the accretion to E100 and E200 between late September
and late October.
Chart 3.23 shows a fairly inconsistent pattern of wind speeds over the study
period. As identified in the results, there are two large spikes on September 30th and
November 16th. The September storm would have occurred directly in between the data
collection in September and data collection from west side October profiles, and less than
a week after Hurricane Teddy. As such, the data collected for this study will not
adequately distinguish between the impact of Teddy and the impact of the September 30th
storm. Any aeolian transit that occurred in this window may actually have been the result
of this later storm, as it had considerably higher maximum wind speeds than Teddy (16
m/s compared to Teddy’s 11 m/s).
However, the majority of erosion that a beach experiences will typically originate
from the wave action on the beach, and despite its lower wind speeds at the coast of
Maine, Teddy had much higher waves than the September 30th storm. Reaching a
maximum of almost 5 m and averaging about 3 m for the 24-hour period, the waves of
Teddy were the highest in the study period. This discrepancy between wind speeds likely
owes to the fact that Teddy did not pass directly over Phippsburg, but the waves still
carried from their origin far offshore. Figure 4.2 is a diagram depicting Teddy’s path.
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Figure 4.2: Hurricane Teddy’s path in September 2020. Taken from Weather.com.

Despite never coming within hundreds of kilometers of southeast Maine’s
coastline, the waves evidently carried this distance and majorly influenced the beach. The
influence on the beach was variable, however, and some transects were much more
impacted than others. Referring to Charts 3.1 and 3.2, it becomes clear that W100 lost far
more sediment than W300 over the period of mid-September to early October. While the
September data for W100 was taken eight days before the September data for W300, the
waves in this period appear to have been low and therefore are unlikely to have created
the significant disparity between the two. W500 also lost very little sediment, while
W700 and W1100 experienced much more erosion.

4.3 – Implications of Data
4.3.1 – Variable Stability of Profiles West of Seawall Beach Entrance
One of the primary observations from the many charts above is the high stability
of those profiles west of the entrance to Seawall Beach. Since 2004, all five of these
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profiles were remarkably static, and when they did change, they quickly recovered to
their previous forms. As discussed in the introduction, most beaches globally are
retreating, usually because of sea level rise. Climate change and sea level rise are
certainly major influences on the coast of Maine, so it is unclear how these profiles have
remained so static over multiple decades. Furthermore, it is unclear why some transects
such as W300 have remained so stable when other transects demonstrate the more typical
seasonal change.
One possible explanation for the high stability shown at W300 relates to the
model of a barrier presented in Fig. 1.6. With swash-aligned waves driving longshore
drift towards either end of the beach, the center of the beach will be less reliant upon
variable longshore drift driven by weather. In seasons with high inland sediment
migration, there is often also a high amount of longshore drift because they are driven by
some of the same factors. Therefore, the sediment moving to the center of the beach often
migrates away towards the edges of the beach, where it typically feeds spits. As a
consequence, the center of the beach is going to change less significantly year-over-year
and season-over-season because the sediment brought there ends up depositing further
down the ends of the beach. W100, W300, and W500, the three most central transects on
Seawall Beach, are also the most static over the period of 2004-2020. It is difficult to
assess long-term evolution for W700 and W1100 over this same period because there is
no data for W700 before 2016 and none for W1100 before 2008, but these profiles do
appear more variable in the data that is available for them.
Another hypothesis about the disparity between the edges of the beach and its
center relates to local bathymetry. Cary (2005) proposed the theory of wave corridors
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which would influence the beach depending on how much exposure or shelter the
offshore bedrock provides a region through wave refraction.

Figure 4.3: Depiction of wave corridors which help dictate erosion of Seawall Beach. Taken from
Chandler (2009), modified from Cary (2005).

As shown in Fig. 4.3, the central portion of the beach has the most protection from
oncoming wave action. The implication of this figure is that the east side profiles, W700,
and W1100 are likely to be among the most rapidly eroding portions of the beach, and
will also be the epicenter of net longshore drift on either side. While W1100 does appear
to vary more than those transects immediately adjacent, it still shows essentially no net
dune ridge retreat over the entire history of available profiles. Furthermore, neither W500
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nor W100 show accretion over the study period despite being adjacent to wave corridors,
although W500 does show much less erosion than W1100. Chandler (2009) hypothesizes
that the longshore drift driven by the eastern wave corridor is not symmetrical and does
not build up W100, but rather only contributes to the portions of beach east of the Morse
Hill outcrop. It is difficult to say whether the lack of erosion at W500 is driven by inward
sediment migration from W1100/W700 replacing eroded sediment or simply due to the
greater protection provided by the offshore rocks. The profile W1500 would have helped
answer this question, but its former location at the edge of the Sprague River inlet has
been washed to sea and so there is no recent data available.

4.3.2 – High Variability and Unexpected Fall Accretion at E100 and
E200
In the 2020 data, all profiles on the west side of Seawall Beach experienced at
least some degree of net erosion in the fall. However, both east side profiles actually
experienced a large amount of net accretion, a trend which contradicts the typical trend of
erosion for the transition between summer and winter profiles. Longshore drift seems the
most likely explanation for this phenomenon – the September 2020 profile of W100
contains the most sediment of any on record, and the excess sediment here would more
easily migrate down the beach than in a typical season. The high amount of sediment
migration would then seem to compensate for the otherwise increasingly erosional
conditions of the fall. E100 accreted more sediment than E200, which further suggests
that E100’s proximity to W100 increased the benefit of the longshore drift. Facets of
Cary’s wave corridor theory do come somewhat into question here, however, as it would
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be expected that longshore drift would build the more easterly transects by a greater
amount if E100 was at the center of a wave corridor.
When looking at the aggregate historical profiles for these two transects, it is
immediately apparent that they are far more variable than anything on the west side.
There are numerous reasons that this may be the case. Perhaps the most significant reason
for this variability is related to the cyclical migration of the Morse River Inlet. As
discussed in the introduction, the building up of a long sandbar stretching from the east
side of Seawall Beach towards Popham Beach occurs in a cycle which typically lasts
around 10 years. Eventually, this sandbar is eroded following an avulsion event of the
Morse River and the sediment contained within in gets washed back out to sea as the tidal
inlet experiences new wave action. The sediment supply available to the east side
transects in large part depends on the presence of such a spit. A combination of Google
Earth satellite imagery and aerial photographs indicate that the spit was present as
recently as 2010, when it underwent the most recent avulsion event.
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Figure 4.4: Aerial photograph showing complex sandbars within Morse River inlet in 2002
(above) and satellite photograph showing sandbars having been washed away as of 2003
(below). Aerial photograph from Bates College Geology Department, satellite imagery from
Maine Geolibrary.

Based on Fig. 4.4, the previous avulsion event occurred in late 2002 or early
2003. The intermittent existence of the third dune ridge on the east side may then be
related to the existence of the long sand spit. In the 2002-2005 profiles, soon after the
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avulsion, there is slight formation of a third dune ridge. During the following decade, as
the spit builds out, these profiles develop more distinct third dune ridges. Within a few
years of the avulsion in 2010, there is no longer any evidence of a third dune ridge. Based
on this, it would seem that the third dune ridge is the product of sandbars migrating
inland that can only do so given the presence of a large spit. There are multiple problems
with this theory, however. One problem is that there is no third dune ridge in recent data
for the east side profiles, despite the last avulsion having been ten years prior. The current
absence of a third dune ridge may be explained by slow rebuild of the spit, which
currently seems to be progressing more slowly than last time it formed – while just five
years after the 2002/2003 avulsion there was a very clear spit confining the tidal inlet’s
output, there is nothing comparable as of 2020. Another problem is that there was a third
dune ridge visible in the 2003 data despite the spit having just been washed away. The
presence of the third dune ridge in these years immediately after the spit washed away
may be a holdover from the previous years where the spit existed, implying that erosion
is not high enough so as to alter the shape of the beach within a single typical year. The
third dune ridge sustaining itself for a year or so after an avulsion event is seen in the
2011 profiles, which is the last time in which the third dune ridge is visible.
Despite all of its variability, E100 still does not show much retreat over the past
20 years if the third dune ridge is ignored. E200, on the other hand, completely loses its
frontal dune ridge in recent years. It is difficult to comment on what this means for the
overall retreat of the beach at E200, but it seems unlikely that the dune ridge will never
rebuild due to E200 typically behaving in a much more volatile fashion. In 2004, for
example, the secondary dune ridge eroded away but was rebuilt in the following years.
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Perhaps as the spit begins to accrete into the Morse River inlet sandbar welding to the
shore will once again increase and the frontal dune ridge will rebuild.

4.3.3 – Retreat Rates
As established previously, the overall retreat rate of Seawall Beach has been
essentially nonexistent for the past 16 years. The first evidence of real retreat may be in
the profiles from 2002, where the frontal dune ridge retreats by about 7 m in the
subsequent years. Again, it cannot be said whether the dune ridge from this year was
itself anomalous, but there is no other evidence of a west side profile shifting forward or
backward with time from any subsequent year except for W1100 in 2016 so it seems
likely that this shift backwards is evidence of permanent retreat. The implications of this
are many.
When compared with more recent data, the profiles from Snyder (1993) support
the findings of Nelson and Fink (1979) that beach retreat is the dominant trend at Seawall
Beach over the long term. Nelson and Fink (1979) found a retreat rate of 38.5 cm/year
from 1940 to 1972, or a total retreat of about 11 to 14 meters. Such a rate, if maintained
over the 33-year scope of the data in this paper, would predict retreat of 12.7 m.
Transects examined by Snyder have experienced about 11 meters of retreat between then
and the 2020 profiles, or 33 cm/year, which is very close to the value predicted by Nelson
and Fink. This 11 meter retreat is almost entirely concentrated in the window of time
between Snyder’s study and 2004, which further supports Nelson and Fink’s conclusion
that retreat is a secular process (one that occurs in irregular or abrupt intervals rather than
at a steady rate) primarily driven by sea level rise and record storms. While profile data is
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missing for the latter 1990’s, it would likely show a major retreat event which
corresponds to one such record storm.
One remaining question is why there is no evidence of sea level rise having a
major influence on the beach in the relatively short-term intervals. One suggestion is that
the dredging which takes place in the Kennebec River is depositing sediment directly into
the system that feeds Seawall Beach, acting essentially like beach nourishment. However,
Dickson et al. (2021) find that the current location of dredged sediment deposition is
behind a rocky outcrop which blocks its inland migration and keeps it largely sequestered
in that one location. As such, dredging having a net benefit to Seawall Beach seems
unlikely. Additionally, there may be some offshore mechanism for sediment supply
which is not properly understood that has begun contributing to the beach.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
5.1 – Findings
From September to November of 2020, Seawall Beach underwent a variety of
changes, most of which are to be expected of a barrier beach during the transitional
season of fall. As anticipated, the west side transects lost sediment at variable rates in this
time, with W300 and W500 being the most static. Meanwhile, the east side transects
unexpectedly accreted sand, which is uncharacteristic of a typical barrier beach during
the fall. The fact that W100 lost large amounts of sediment at the same time that E100
built up large amounts of sediment seems unlikely to be a coincidence; rather, it seems
likely that eastward longshore drift played a role in transporting unusually high levels of
sediment from W100 to the unusually low level of E100 and offsetting the typical
erosion. The application of the theories on wave channels presented in Cary (2005) was
somewhat inconclusive. While in some locations they would have been plausible
explanations for observed phenomena, there were other transects where this theory could
not adequately describe the observed trends.
Analysis of the relationship between weather data and profiles indicated a single
storm, Hurricane Teddy, was responsible for much of the profile shift as the season
progressed. Despite not itself making landfall in Phippsburg, Hurricane Teddy drove such
powerful waves from far out in the Gulf of Maine that it drove heavy overwash and
sediment transport. Otherwise relatively low levels of northeasterly winds and low wave
heights meant that most of the profiles do not demonstrate much change between October
and November. Club Beach has a limited dataset, but nonetheless shows a very high
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degree of scarping in certain years. Such behavior is expected of beaches developed with
seawalls, and further underscores the notion that developing beaches is rarely advisable
for the long-term stability of a beach.
Across thirty years of data, Seawall Beach shows clear evidence of retreating in
the trend of a transgressive beach. For the two surveyed profiled which have data in 1992
and 2020, both demonstrated roughly 11 meters of retreat inland over the entire time
period. The east side of the beach was much more variable, showing significant
morphological change year-over-year, but not consistent retreat. The variability of the
eastern transects appears to bear some relationship to the presence of a spit protruding
into the Morse River inlet, with a third dune ridge appearing in the profiles only while the
spit is well developed or shortly thereafter.
While frontal dune ridge retreat is apparent in the long-term profile comparisons,
shorter timeframes do not show any evidence of retreat. In particular, the west side of the
beach was remarkably static throughout the as far back as 2004. The intermittent and
abrupt changes to the beach shown in the profile data support the conclusions of Nelson
and Fink (1979) that retreat is secular and driven by record storms in conjunction with
SLR. Given that retreat is occurring over a long timeframe and that SLR is almost
certainly going to accelerate over the next century, erosion of the beach is likely to
accelerate beyond its current average rate of roughly 33 cm/year. The predicted increased
frequency of record storms in the coming decades will likely accelerate the process of
retreat as well. One possible route to bolstering the beaches of the Kennebec River
estuary, including Seawall, is by utilizing the dredged sediment from the river channel to
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provide nourishment. Dredging will occur regardless, so it would be wise to deposit it in
a location which may more readily migrate inland than it will from the current area.

5.2 – Future Work
This study was made possible by a large archive of historical data for the transects
at Seawall Beach. As such, the value of maintaining high quality profiles going forward
cannot be understated. Future researchers at Seawall Beach should continue to study the
seven transects from this study and ensure that they are the same ones presented here to
avoid the issue of fragmenting the dataset across too many locations. In the past, GPS
tracks of the dune ridge have been an unfortunately underutilized method of monitoring
the shape of the beach, and specifically, beach retreat. Having a larger set of GPS tracks
to pull from could be of great benefit to assessing long-term change going forward.
One facet of this project which did not come to fruition was the plan to create a
3D model of the beach using a special surveyor drone. The value of having threedimensional models which contained detailed and precise data about the beach shape
would be immense. In the future, this should be considered once again as a more
technological approach to supplement the traditional Emery and autolevel methods of
beach monitoring. The work that this study did to compile a database of historical
profiling will ideally facilitate future study of long-term processes at Seawall Beach.
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